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Abstract

Progress in the natural sciences has depended upon the collection and use of carefully
controlled observational data.  By contrast, ethicists have failed to agree upon a role for
observational data in their enterprise.   Although factors, embedded in the human condition obscure
the role of observational data in ethical theory, barriers to the use of such data in ethics may be
superable.  Observation may not provide definitive answers to most ethical or metaethical
questions.  However observation of carefully constructed experimental conditions may provide the
basis for cumulative progress in some branches of ethics.
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A ROLE FOR STRUCTURED OBSERVATION IN ETHICS

Progress in the natural sciences has depended upon the careful collection and use of

observational data.  By contrast, the role of observation in ethics has not been well defined.  When

Richard Boyd (1988, p. 185) asks: "What plays, in moral reasoning, the role played by observation

in science?"  he acknowledges the absence of evidence against which to weigh ethical statements

and suggests, implicitly, a potential role for such evidence.  Some philosophers claim, with Michael

Waltzer, that different cultures produce different local understandings of justice.  Others claim that

philosophy can expect only to clarify beliefs: the foundations are beyond philosophical

investigations.  Structured observation could undoubtedly help both in identifying local

understandings and in clarifying beliefs.  This paper, however, focuses on the broader claims of

some philosophers to something closer to truth itself.  Quite a number of philosophers such as John

Rawls and Jurgen Habermas identify hypothetical procedural situations which might be used to

identify and justify substantial ethical conclusions.  Rawls uses them to identify the principles of

justice individuals would choose and Habermas uses them as a means for individuals to understand

their true interests. 

The conditions specified by Rawls and Habermas fall under the rubric of those "generally

conducive to the formation of true belief" (Brink 1989, p. 132).  Rawls' use of a "veil of ignorance"

and Habermas' "ideal speech situation" may be viewed as attempts to specify hypothetical

conditions conducive to the discovery of important ethical insights.  Careful attention to conditions

such as these may furnish clues as to how one might structure environments of controlled

observation to provide data useful in evaluating ethical claims.  If there is validity in the

identification of these theoretically identified conditions then by attempting to replicate key

components of their constructs we should be able to generate observations that illuminate the

philosophical issues.  Because the theoretically identified conditions do not occur naturally, the

conjectured events and observations would have to be studied under carefully stylized experimental

conditions.  Once generated, such observations might provide data for cumulative progress in some

branches of ethics.  
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How the Ambient Environment Can Impede the Use of Observational Data

To illustrate why the use of observational data in ethics is problematic and how observation

might be made to play a role in the enterprise, we start with a fanciful analogy.  Moral philosophers

must operate in a viscous sea of self-interest, affect, and imperfect information in their attempts to

find ethical truths.  If they believe that some moral truths exist, then they need means for

overcoming these disturbing factors and both identifying and justifying those truths.  

An Analogy

Suppose that Isaac Newton had been born a dolphin (henceforth D. Newton).  What extra

impediments would he have faced in attempting to discover the laws of motion?  And if he had

discovered those laws, what role could data about his observable world play in helping to confirm

them?  A moment's reflection should convince the reader that to discover those laws under aquatic

circumstances, D. Newton-dolphin would have had to imagine conditions far different from those

which he experienced in his ambient world.   For example, in the sea he would not have had the1

experience of his earthly counterpart who could observe the planets and stars moving in apparently

immutable orbits.  Thus the experience of an object in motion remaining in motion unless acted

upon by an external force would have been far from D. Newton's experience.   His problem is that2

he is immersed in a medium far more viscous than air: its viscosity makes it difficult to recognize

generalizations about motion.3

Suppose, however, that he had by a monumental feat of imaginative intellect jumped to the

conclusion: "Every object in motion will continue in motion unless acted upon by an external

force."  What evidence could he adduce to justify that proposition?  What observational data could

he use to test his hypothesized law?  He would have difficulty mustering evidence for his claim.

In D. Newton's world everything is surrounded by water.  Its viscosity impedes the progress of

objects in motion.  Indeed, he would probably not view this impediment as a force.  He would

perceive water all around as the natural condition.  D. Newton would have to assert that the

existence of water is really only a local phenomenon and that water exerts a force which impedes
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any motion.  He would have to convince his professional colleagues that it is possible to have

conditions in which "no force" is posed in opposition to motion.  He would have to convince them

that this apparently strange condition is in some sense more representative of the world writ large

than is the presence of water all around.  The strange circumstance consisting of the absence of

water, he would have to argue, constitutes the appropriate frame of reference for evaluating his

hypothesized universal "law".  The existence of water is only a local phenomenon.  He would

demand the testing of his hypothesis in a situation which perhaps no-one had ever experienced -

one in which there was no ambient medium imposing a force on objects in motion.  He would

propose testing his conjecture in a vacuum.  

How bizarre it might appear to his fellow dolphins.  To test a candidate for a general law he

would be demanding the creation of a completely artificial environment unlike anything they had

experienced.  Observation of naturally occurring phenomena simply would not do.

Impediments to the Direct Use of Naturally Occurring Observations in Ethics

This seemingly bizarre scenario can be used to gain insight into why ethicists may have such

difficulty in establishing ethical theories and using observational data to confirm or disconfirm

them.  They face a problem parallel to that of D. Newton.  The parallel between the ethicist and D.

Newton can be made explicit on these points.  The conditions of observation which D. Newton

requires for the confirmation or disconfirmation of his hypothesized law do not occur naturally in

his ambient world.  The water presents a disturbing factor which must be eliminated so that the

appropriate test condition (a vacuum) can obtain.  He cannot use direct observation of naturally

occurring phenomena as data.  There are too many disturbing factors and they are too strong in

relation to the phenomena at issue to ignore.  

The ethicist faces the same problem.  What water is to D. Newton, self-interest, affect, and

imperfect information are to the ethical theorist.  We all are immersed in a sea of overwhelming

self-regardingness which leads us to give inordinate weight to our own interests.  We have scarce
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access to information on many relevant aspects of most situations.  Finally, since we are more

closely tied to some people than to others, our judgments and acts are obviously partial.  

To use observational data as a basis for progress in an ethicist's program it is necessary to first

have a theoretical template, identifying the disturbing factors to be eliminated or minimized from

our everyday observational environment.  The ethical theory must furnish the locus of ethically

relevant contexts.   But within these theoretically defined contexts there must be the possibility of4

intersubjective evidence for ethical propositions.  The evidence must go beyond the perspective of a

single observer.  5

We propose that potential progress lies as it does in the natural sciences, in experimentally

removing those features which contaminate the empirical results of an observational inquiry.  To

get a sense of what kinds of controlled observations may be helpful in this regard, we offer, as an

example, a set of observations that are potentially relevant to the evaluation of one of John Rawls's

(1971) ethical propositions. 

An Example: Creating a Controlled Observational Environment to Implement Impartial

Reasoning 

John Rawls has argued that one can of achieve insight into principles of justice by reasoning

from a hypothetically structured state of impartiality.   The argument is built upon an idealized6

thought experiment developed to reveal principles of distributive justice.  The principles which

emerge from this procedure are said to come out of what Brink (p. 12) called "an impartial and

imaginative consideration of the interests of the relevant parties".  The standard of evaluation used

to rank alternative principles includes aspects of the welfare of all individuals and is framed by the

deliberative process of all of the individuals from behind a "veil of ignorance".  The conclusions

reached by the hypothetical individuals in reflective equilibrium are presumed to embody optimal

(or perhaps only acceptable) tradeoffs among the competing interests of the parties involved.

In the theoretical exposition, the diverse and complex preferences and the various perspectives

of different hypothetical individuals are brought to bear on ethically problematic situations by an
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act of the theorist's imagination.  Conclusions regarding such things as the just distribution of

primary goods in society are then derived from two law-like assumptions.  The first is a normative

assumption that reasoning from an impartial point of view gives impartially arrived at conclusions a

claim to ethical validity.  The other is an implicit behavioral assumption about how hypothesized

individuals would reason under specified conditions.  Using a set of statements which include these

two assumptions, Rawls arrives at the ethical claim that primary goods in a society should be

distributed so that the worst off individual(s) have as much of them as possible. He concludes that

this is the best rule for organizing distribution in society.    

However, after all the pages are turned, Rawls conducts only a thought experiment.  He

provides no explicit role for observational data in the process and no set of protocols for

adjudicating the dissension inherent in the competition of values and perspectives among any real

representative individuals.  While Rawls never envisioned the conduct of an experiment in a real

setting, his assumptions and the line of his argument embody a number of empirical premises. 

These implicitly point to a possible role for observational data in evaluating his conclusions.  For

observational data may either support, or call into question, the implicit assumptions and ensuing

conclusions.  

In this regard, were Rawls seriously interested in bringing data to bear he would face some of

the same problems that confront D. Newton.  Just as watching objects move in water could yield

poor tests of the laws of motion, so collecting data regarding how individuals reason everyday

about distributive issues could yield observational data poorly suited to the evaluation of principles

of distributive justice.  Just as D. Newton would need to create an approximate vacuum, the ethicist

must create an artificial environment to eliminate enough of the disturbing influences of the

ambient world to test Rawls's conjecture.  The test environment must permit observation of how

individuals reason under approximations of the conditions Rawls posited - conditions designed to

induce impartial reasoning.  Observations under those specific conditions may provide some

replicable and corrigible evidence useful in evaluating the ethical claims. 
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Earlier, we have attempted to approximate conditions relevant to the Rawlsian claims to induce

appropriate impartial reasoning and to generate observations regarding reasoning  and choices

about distributive justice (Frohlich, Eavey & Oppenheimer 1987a, 1987b; Frohlich & Oppenheimer

1990, 1992.)  Others have replicated the conditions (Lissowski et. al. 1991; Saijo and Turnbull,

1995; Jackson, 1995).  While making no claim to be able to "replicate" Rawls' "veil of ignorance"

we did attempt to set up an approximation of his situation in which subjects would seriously

confront and have to choose from among principles of distributive principles from an impartial

point of view.  While full description of the methodology cannot be given in the confines of this

paper (for full details see Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1992) a brief sketch of the procedure may

furnish a sense of how laboratory environments can structure observations relevant to ethical

inquiry. 

Five subjects were brought into a room and were presented with a subject handbook which

introduced them to the question of distributive justice in society by setting out four candidate

principles of distributive justice:  1) maximum expected value, 2) Rawls' difference principle, 3)

maximum expected value subject to a guaranteed minimum income and 4) maximum expected

value subject to a constraint on the size of the range between the worst off and the best off.  7

Subjects were tested to ensure that they understood the implications of the different principles for

the shape of income distributions in society.  Each subject was then allowed, individually, on four

different occasions to choose a principle to govern a cash payoff she would get by drawing a chit

from a bag.  The chit drawn was understood to randomly assigned the subject to one of five income

classes in a hypothetical society.  The payoff that the subject received was dependent both on the

class drawn and on the principle the subject had chosen.  So, for example, if the subject had chosen

the principle of maximum expected value and drew a bottom class assignment she would receive a

very low payoff.  With the same draw, a subject who had chosen the difference principle would

have received a higher payoff.  Conversely, the draw of a top income class chit would yield an

expected value maximizer a very large payoff, and a Rawlsian a substantial but lower payoff.  The
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idea was to familiarize the subjects both with the notion of random assignment to an income class

and the distributional implications of the different principles.

In the second phase of the experiment impartial reasoning was induced.  Subjects were told that

they were to consider the task of choosing a principle of distributive justice for a hypothetical

society in which they were to imagine themselves as members.  They were to discuss the pros and

cons of the principles to which they were introduced (as well as any others they might care to). 

They were told that if they could reach consensus on a single principle the substantial monetary

payoff for the second part of the experiment would be distributed to them according to that

principle.  Five payoff classes would be established using their chosen principle and each would be

randomly assigned to one of those classes.  Each subject, therefore, had to consider the possibility

of being in any one of the five income classes and hence had to give impartial consideration to the

interests and entitlement of each income class.  They were further told that if they could not reach

consensus, one of the principles would be chosen at random and the payoffs would be distributed in

accordance with that principle.  The discussion could be terminated by unanimous agreement under

secret ballot.  Voting on a choice of principle was also conducted by secret ballot.  Unanimous

agreement was required for the selection of a principle.

Subsequent research showed subjects from Australia, Canada, Poland (then still Communist),

Japan, and the United States, were virtually always able to reach unanimous agreement.  Moreover,

the results were relatively uniform across locations.  The vast majority of groups agreed to what

Rawls calls a mixed principle: maximum expected value subject to a constraint on the income floor. 

Rawls's difference principle fared badly indeed.  The results were extremely robust across

treatments and locations.  Moreover, the subjects' discussions and behavior over the course of the

experiments indicate that they were probably giving impartial consideration to the issue (as the

underlying incentive structure would imply).

These observations furnish some preliminary evidence regarding what people choose under

conditions of impartiality.  Of course, this does not mean that Rawls's conclusions must be rejected. 
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Nor do the findings mean that the mixed principle must be accepted as ethically valid.  As will be

discussed below, conclusions drawn from laboratory experiments can be criticized on many

grounds.  But, precisely because of the theory, the experiments furnish observational data bearing

on the claim that the difference principle is just.  The fact that the vast majority of people

unanimously agree to an income floor constraint principle and reject the difference principle under

conditions designed to induce Rawlsian impartial reasoning does not unequivocally make the one

valid and the other invalid.  It does, however, provide intersubjectively testable evidence whose

force depends on the two initial assumptions: first, that impartial reasoning imbues decisions with

ethical validity; second, that an appropriate approximation of impartial reasoning was achieved in

the laboratory.  Both of these are contestable.  

If one disagrees with the conclusions and with aspects of the experimental environment

designed to induce impartial reasoning, one can try to structure better observational conditions. 

This potential for refinement and replication of a laboratory experiment opens the possibility for

cumulative and correctable intersubjective consensus based on observation.  Such controlled

observation contrasts with the tradition of refining considered judgments via argumentation and

reflection.  Argumentation and reflection do not provide an empirical means whereby others may

intersubjectively evaluate the truth value of the conclusions.

General Requirements for the Use of Observational Data to Confront Ethical Conjectures

Nihil ab nihilo fit - Nothing comes from nothing.  Moral philosophers, like their natural

science counterparts seeking a basis for formulating and testing their theories, must start

somewhere.  In both cases, simple observation of naturally occurring phenomena provides a

minimal starting point.   Sets of observations lead to the construction of categories, generalizations,8

and conjectures.  These are, initially and informally, compared with subsequent observations as a

means of testing the fruitfulness of the constructed categories and the putative truth of the

conjectures.  Such an informal procedure may suffice to satisfy a single individual attempting to

make sense of the world for herself.  
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However, to insure that the hypothesized generalizations are broadly applicable and not simply

the idiosyncratic product of a singular perspective, we must broaden and make explicit procedures

for testing the generalizations.  Explicitly, some basis for intersubjective consensus must be

provided, including agreement regarding the answers to the following question: 

What observations are to be considered germane to the judging of the validity of the

generalizations?

Even in the natural sciences, this question is problematic: yet much progress has been made

across broad areas of inquiry.  Brink has noted the starting point for reliable moral beliefs shares

much in common with that of reliable belief of other sorts. (Brink 1989, p. 132):

...[M]oral beliefs formed under conditions generally conducive to the formation of true

belief will be more reliable than moral beliefs not formed under these conditions.  A belief

that is based on available (nonmoral) evidence and is thus well informed, that results form

good inference patterns, that is not distorted by obvious forms of prejudice or self-interest,

that is held with some confidence, and that is relatively stable over time is formed under

conditions conducive to truth.

But Brink (ibid.) adds one additional condition which he believes to be particularly important in the

formulation of moral beliefs:

Because of the importance of impartiality in making moral decisions and the connection

between morality and human good and harm, we are likely to obtain a more reliable class

of moral beliefs by focusing on moral beliefs that have been formed not only under

conditions of general cognitive reliability but also on the basis of an impartial and

imaginative consideration of the interests of the relevant parties.  We might call beliefs

formed under such conditions considered moral beliefs (cf. Rawls 1951: 53-5, 1971:47-8).

The considered moral beliefs which emerge from such a process are the first candidates for ethical

truth.  Those who seek to improve the methodology of ethical inquiry will want to refine
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intersubjective procedures for confirming or disconfirming such beliefs.  For this purpose, some

aspects of the standard of evaluation used in the arguments must, in principle, be potentially

approximable in a constructed environment.  Both the content and the procedures must be

accessible empirically.  But that is not enough.  For cumulative progress to occur within any ethical

research program, the possibility of observation is inadequate.  Actual observation must take place:

evidence must be marshalled.  Individuals must sample evidentiary cases and be able to judge how

the observations are at variance with theoretical expectations. 

Controlled Observation as an Intersubjective Criterion of Truth Evaluation

Consider, Rawls' ethical claim that: "primary goods should be distributed in society so that the

worst off individual in society is as well off as possible."  Note that this claim is a considered moral

belief about all cases concerning distribution under specific conditions (such as those where

individuals reach conclusions by impartial reasoning).  Hence the results of any such reasoning

would be germane to the evaluation of the truth of the generalization.  

Now we can see how one might specify a method for establishing the intersubjective

identification of its truth.  The results of any controlled observation would have to have the

following two characteristics to constitute support for  the difference principle: a) in any controlled

observation all relevant individuals would have to exhibit similar support for  the principle, and b)

in different controlled observations, which are heterogeneous in context and subjects but which

approximate the conditions specified in the theory, similar support for the principle must be

forthcoming.  

To evaluate the ethical validity of the principle, observations from the class of all evidentiary

situations (whatever that might be) would have to take place, or be reported, or be filled in by the

theorist (depending on whether the case was ongoing, reported, or hypothesized).  And of course,

there are no simple rules for determining which observations are best.   What is clear, however, is9

that some evidentiary cases are more conducive to the uncovering and reporting of relevant facts
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which can be used in justifying the principle.  These are precisely the ones to be found in a

controlled environment structured to facilitate relevant observations and evaluation.   

Of course, there may not be agreement on exactly what needs to be included in any given

observational environment.  Researchers in ethics may disagree, as do their counterparts in the

natural sciences, on the importance of particular experimental settings and results.  But the explicit

specification of the parameters of the observations should facilitate movement towards

intersubjective identification of corrigible truth claims.

At times one can combine the insight of the cognitive ethicist who prescribes the refinement of

considered judgements with the methodology of the experimental scientist.  The scientist creates

the environment, usually an experimental setting, for bringing to bear observational data (i.e.

abstract non-operationalized formulation of the theory

regarding representativeness and knowledge conditions).  The theory may be used to identify some

ideal situation particularly conducive to the identification of a true principle.  Those ideal situations

may involve conditions which induce or apply an appropriate standard of evaluation, but further:

those conditions may be used to identify some empirical setting(s) which approximate the ideal

situation.  Such an empirical environment can provide a bridge between the ideal and the

observable.  Since the specification of the ideal conditions is likely to be incomplete, the gaps

between the ideal and realizable conditions must be filled in to give weight to the theoretical

conclusions of the cognitive ethicists.  Much as it does in science, the experimental laboratory may

furnish a bridge between the ideal conditions and the empirical substantiation of a theory.  For

example, selection of samples of humanity from widely divergent backgrounds might embody

different conceptions of the good and hence might constitute a prerequisite for strong tests of

deliberative ethical conjectures.  Laboratory  deliberations and their associated outcomes could be

conducted by very varied representative groups.    

What is required is a series of instantiated approximations of some of the ideal decision

situations by the creation of a carefully controlled decision environment.  Observation of decisions
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taken under the controlled decision conditions would constitute the observational data necessary

to corroborate or refute conjectured ethical truths.  Just as a vacuum might allow D. Newton to

test his conjectures about motion, a laboratory environment may enable ethicists to test some of

their conjectures by eliminating or minimizing the impact of partiality, and limited knowledge.  

On the surface, it may appear that this methodological prescription is made in opposition to the

traditional methodology of subjective individual observation, introspection, consideration of prior

written argument, conjecture, debate at a distance based on the written word, and reformulation.  On

closer look, it is not.  Rather it is a supplement, which offers the prospect of enriching the process

by providing access to sets of observational data that may be intersubjectively compared.  Whether

this supplementary methodology is worthwhile is, to some extent, an empirical question.  We

subscribe, partially, to the position of Laudan (1987):   "The criterion for evaluating any10

methodology is its fruitfulness.  Fruitfulness is, in part, an empirical question." 

A Second, Simpler Case: Collective Action

We have used Rawls "difference principle" in our discussions of how an ethical conjecture

might be tested and why it is important to do so.  One of our main arguments for testing is based on

the fact that the difference principle has a very broad and complex set of extensions.  It is

presumably posited to hold over all societies of "moderate scarcity".  And, in part, it is the

extension to "all" such societies that makes a traditional analysis so difficult.  To eliminate some of

the complications involved in that example, and expand on some of the further implications of the

methods, we now turn to a simpler illustration.  

Political philosophers have long focussed on the problem of personal obligation to participate

in social efforts.  Although there have been numerous formulations of the problem, it has come to

be referred to as the problem of the "Logic of Collective Action" (Olson, 1965) and is often thought

of as an n-person prisoners' dilemma game (Hardin, 1971).  In developing their prescriptions for

how to calculate one individual's obligation to the group, some philosophers used the traditional

impartial reasoning tools (Strang, 1960).  Philosophers have argued that such thinking solves the
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dilemma, and enables the group to obtain the services of its members.  Again, we can ask, do real

people, making decisions, under controlled laboratory conditions, which approximate impartial

reasoning contribute to public goods as they ought to?

To develop a test of this simple conjectured ethical solution to the collective action problem,

one must transform the model of the prisoner dilemma into a choice problem in an impartial

reasoning framework.  Frohlich (1992) accomplished this and showed that, indeed, the impartial

reasoning solution to the choice problem in a prisoners' dilemma is to cooperate.  This is quite easy

to see: Consider the well known 2-person Prisoner's Dilemma.  If players approach the game from

an impartial reasoning point of view, they must consider the payoffs to both individuals impartially

in deciding on their strategy choice.  When they do this, cooperation becomes the dominant choice. 

If impartial reasoning is used as an ethical premise to generate the choice, cooperation is the

ethically correct thing to do in a Prisoner's Dilemma.   

This perspective on the 2 person PD can be extended to the typical n-person case.  Once that

has been done in general, a model can be developed for a specific n-person dilemma and one can

set up an experimental design.  The experiment could be used to test whether subjects, placed in

conditions which induce impartial reasoning actually choose as ethical theory argues they ought. 

This was done and the results reported in a pair of articles (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1995, 1996). 

Corroboration of predicted behavior would lend support to the notion that impartial reasoning is a

way to understand and generate ethical solutions to problems.  Of course, if experimentally one

found that people did not choose to cooperate when thinking impartially (say under a large variety

of experimental conditions), the theory relating ethical choice to impartial reasoning would suffer. 

Table 1 about Here

Consider a simple linear 5-person prisoners' dilemma with the typical assumptions.  The main

requirements are that the payoff structure generates a dominant strategy for each player and the

choice of those dominant strategies leads to a Pareto - inferior outcome.  The game is depicted in

Table 1.  There each individual has a budget of 10 units, and can either keep the 10, or put any
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proportion of it into a bonus fund.   Every unit in the fund yields .4 units to each person in the11

game.  Since a contribution of any quantity, x, by a player results in a loss of x plus a gain of only

.4x it is individually rational to contribute nothing at all.  For example, in the contingency in which

others' contributions amount to 10 units if the row player gives nothing (hence keeps her budget of

10) she will receive 4 out of the fund  (as a result of the 10 units given by others) and will have a

net return of 14.  Contributing 10 reduces that sum to 8 units - and so on.   Under each contingency

of others' contributions, a single player is best off contributing nothing.  If everyone is individually

rational and no contributions are forthcoming the result is that each gets 10 units and the total group

payoff is 50.   On the other hand, if all were to give their full 10 units, 50 units would be in the12

bonus fund and that would generate a payoff of 40% of 50 or 20 units for each player - a group

payoff of 100.   All could do better under the latter outcome: full cooperation.  But individual13

rationality yields the theoretical prediction of complete defection and the Pareto inferior result. 

Table 2 about Here

Consider now how thinking about the problem impartially changes the incentive structure of

the game and transforms it.  Let each of the players in the game make a decision, and then let a

randomizing device determine which player will actually get which payoff (see Table 2).  For each

level of expected contributions by others we can calculate the payoffs of any strategic choice, say

for player one.  For example, we can again imagine that one other player contributes 10 units.  We

can then contrast the payoffs to player one of either contributing nothing or contributing something. 

Contributing 10 would produce 2 (out of 5) contributors, and 3 non-contributors.  Each player

would then receive an expected payoff consisting of 2 out of 5 chances of being assigned to a

position which had contributed and 3 of 5 chances of getting a position which had not.  The net

expected value of those would be .4*(20*.4) + .6(20*.4 + 10) = 14.  That is the expected value of

contributing.  On the other hand, contributing nothing leaves only one contributor and 4 non-

contributors.  Under that contingency, each individual has 1 out of 5 chances of getting that
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contributor's payoffs and 4 of 5 chances of getting a non-contributor's payoff.  The expected value

of that strategy is:

.2*(10*.4) + .8(10*.4 +10) = 12.

The value of not contributing is smaller than the value of contributing.  This is true under all

contingencies.  Thus, there is an incentive to contribute one's total resources.  The transformed

game has a dominant strategy of contributing 10 rather than contributing nothing.

The experiments we conducted placed five subjects in front of five linked computers which

displayed the game in Table 1,  However, players were told that after they had made their strategic

choice they would be randomly assigned to one of the five computers.  They would receive the

payoff associated with the decision which had been made at that computer.  This randomization

induced individuals to give equal weight to the payoffs of each subject.  In that sense it invoked

impartial reasoning.  Implicitly, subjects faced the game in Figure 2  although the numbers they

saw were those of Figure 1.  They were hypothesized to choose the ethically correct strategy:

cooperate and place all money in the bonus fund.

Experimental results of playing the game from an impartial point of view (both with and

without communication) demonstrated that subjects do indeed choose, overwhelmingly, to

cooperate when faced with the game complete with a randomizing device.  By contrast, in similar

games played in the ordinary way, researchers have found behavior which was clearly more self-

interested (see Ledyard, 1995).  Our findings are support for the ethical proposition that impartial

reasoning can generate ethical behavior (Frohlich and Oppenheimer, 1995, 1996). 

Laboratory Experiments: A Methodological Step Forward

To see the link between the set of ideal situations and an experimental approach, consider the

generic form of the arguments with which we are concerned.  Ethical theories may specify ideal

situations, under which the ethical reasoning and choice are to occur.   The ideal conditions imbue14

any conclusions reached under them with ethical validity.  The reasoning underlying their claim

might be sketched in the following 4 steps: 
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1) There exist ideal conditions for choice of an ethical principle.  15

2) Any principle chosen under ideal conditions is a valid principle. 

3) Under the ideal conditions the theorist claims a particular principle would be chosen. 

4) Therefore that principle is a valid ethical principle. 

As noted, philosophers traditionally use thinking about how such individuals might choose

under ideal conditions as a basis for determining what constitutes the chosen principle.  They often

they reach different conclusions because they implicitly project their personal perspective to fill in

the blanks.   A theoretician working through a thought experiment such as Rawls's must answer16

questions such as 1) What preferences and knowledge do representative individuals bring to bear on

the issue?  2) Whom do they represent?  3) How are the preferences and theoretical knowledge to

be applied to consider the possible consequences of alternative choices? and  4) What standard is to

be used to rank alternative choices?  Even if those questions are answered explicitly, how is the

theorist running this thought experiment to know whether that particular characterization of the

thought experiment is appropriate?  

No single philosopher can fill in the complex and diverse details of the preference, knowledge,

and backgrounds of numerous representative individuals accurately.  No one person can be

expected, with a text authored from a single life-experience (however rich) to reliably identify what

standard of evaluation would or should be used, or what principle should or would be chosen.  Such

identification requires the use of data.  The traditional method of using a thought experiment

provides the impetus for going beyond the introspective experience which a single mind can

capture.  The method suggests a basis for making explicit the combined experience of all relevant

other (unknown) persons and so explicitly adjudicating among their competing interests. 

The ethicist facing only hypothetical states will have difficulty predicting the outcome a group

of people would arrive at were they to be placed in a difficult-to-realize and hypothetical

environment.  Each philosopher's particular life experience constrains her or his ability to

comprehend and to assimilate impartially the wildly diverging life experiences, perspectives, and
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preferences of others.  Yet precisely those preferences and interests must play a major role in

determining the choice.  When the preferences of representative individuals are simplified and their

knowledge base stripped down in a thought experiment, the austere theoretical structure is sure to

be inadequate to the task.  It will be unable to generate a definitive result.  It will not identify a

unique outcome.  The ongoing disagreement between Rawls, Harsanyi and Nozick as to which

principle would be chosen in such a process is testimony to the indeterminacy of the idealized

conditions as a definitive generator of ethical results.  

We suggest that mere hypothesizing and reasoning about what might happen under idealized

conditions is doomed to ambiguity or worse.  It is clearly impossible to replicate, in the real world,

the ideal conditions called for by philosophers.  But it is possible to model and approximate them.  

Using this methodology it is possible to specify a relationship between an empirical inquiry and

the abstract philosophical approach.   The general syllogism describing this relationship maintains17

the basic premises of the above 4 step philosophical argument but adds empirical content by

introducing another two premises: 

5) One can construct construct an experimental situation which approximates the ideal

situation. 

6) The actual choice of any principle, under the experimental approximation is intersubjective

evidence regarding the ethical validity of the theoretically justified principle. 

Thus the set of all experimental approximations of the ideal situations constitutes a locus for

gathering observational data on the validity of the theory.  Observations about what would happen

in such experiments would constitute much of the crucial evidence for the theory.

How does this resort to the laboratory move towards intersubjective identification of the truth? 

In the first instance, the use of experimental subjects with diverse experiences, background, and

preferences provides an obvious remedy to one of the problems identified above: the projection of a

choice from the perspective of a single philosopher.  Individuals, engaged in discussions and

bringing to bear experiences from their diverse lives, can provide complex context to the decision
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process.  Further, actual discussions and tradeoffs can give the decisions a trajectory and nature an

isolated philosopher could not possibly anticipate by introspection.  And experiments offer the

prospect of discovering whether a posited definitive choice does indeed emerge in the lab.  And if

the results of the tests are not the same as those conjectured, does some other principle come to the

fore or are some set of alternatives always rejected?  Furthermore, any such evidence is correctable

or subject to additional confirmation via subsequent replication.  Replicability furnishes the

opportunity for intersubjective agreement regarding evidence. 

Discussion

We have identified some methodological means for evaluating the truth values of some ethical

theories.  The experimental methodology we are proposing very closely parallels the experimental

methodology used in the natural sciences.  With that analogy in mind, possible problems with the

experimental methodology proposed here can be put into context.  They are the problems of

correspondence and representativeness that are found in experimental literature in general.  

Any particular experimental modelling of an ethical theory must provide answers to any

number of key questions.  How are the ideal conditions, expressed in the theory, interpreted in the

experimental model?  To what extent do the experimental conditions approximate the ideal

conditions?  Are there specifiable cognitive abilities that need to be present for an individual to be

empowered to evaluate alternative principles for the class of ethically problematic cases under

consideration?  If subjects are to choose from among a number of  alternatives, their choices must

be informed by some preferences.  How diverse need the preference sets be?  What samples of

humanity are needed to represent possibly different conceptions of the good underlying the

standard of evaluation that will generate the choice? If the experiment is evaluating a general

principle, then the principle has implication for a variety of situations.  The sample of people and

the sample of particular instances of problematic situations under consideration must be broad

enough to justify confidence in any consensual conclusions reached.   Moreover, the individuals18

involved must conduct deliberations regarding possible alternatives actions and associated
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outcomes relevant to the class of problematic situations.  What procedures and processes are the

individuals to use in this process.  And in the end, what decision rule are they to use?19

Finally, it is necessary to identify standards for the evaluation of the observational data

generated by the experiment.  Does the failure of one group in a million to reach consensus negate

the generalization?  Does one in a thousand?  Or is 95% agreement enough to justify its

acceptance?

There are no simple a priori answers to these questions.  The nature of the sampling of

individuals, candidate principles, instances and decision rules, may vary as a function of the

category of ethically problematic situations being addressed.  Questions of individual responsibility

for public and collective action may require different conditions for arriving at justifiable

interpersonal identifications of consensus than do questions of distributive justice.  Some categories

of ethically problematic situations may not yield intersubjective consensus, and there may be no

"truth of the matter" identifiable.  But the appropriate parameters for the establishment of inter-

subjective observational environments would likely emerge, as they have done in the natural

sciences, as a result of the success and failure of differing protocols of evaluation.  Nor, again in

parallel with the natural sciences, are the protocols ever likely to be free of controversy. 

An extension of the experiments discussed above shows how empirical results can be used to

develop the theorizing fruitfully.  Consider the contrast in perspective between Habermas and

Rawls which we alluded to in the beginning.  Which approach is likely to generate ethical decisions

more consistently: "ideal speech situations," or "impartial reasoning"?  If choosing impartially can

develop ethical reasoning, we might conjecture that after a period of such choices the individuals

involved would identify and then choose the ethical alternative.  But when we ran experiments to

discover whether individuals would exhibit such "ethical learning" we had some surprises. 

The experiments involving the 5 person prisoners' dilemma had two phases: in Phase 1 each

individual faced a repeated 5 person dilemma of the sort described in Tables 1 either directly or

subject to randomization.  In Phase 2 they all faced the same dilemma (without communication) of
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1/ T o  em phasize  the  d ifficu lty  o f a  pu re ly  w a te r-dw e lling  crea tu re , w e  assum e  D . N ew ton  neve r

jum ps in to  the  a ir n o r b asks on  the  su rfa ce  and  sta re s a t the  w o rld  above  the  w a te r.  

2/ D . N ew ton  cou ld  obse rve  non -b uoyan t fa lling  bod ies in  the  ocean  and  conc lude  tha t they

con tin ue  to  fa ll un til th ey h it b o ttom , a nd  th ese  obse rva tio ns m igh t e nab le  h im  to  pos it

the type shown in Table 1.  The experiments were run both with and without communication in

Phase 1.  Subjects who decided under conditions of impartial reasoning in Phase 1 (both with and

without communication) played Phase 2 less cooperatively than those who played Phase 1 in the

normal way.  The differences in cooperation were most pronounced when compared with the

behavior of subjects who played the standard (non randomized) PD and were allowed to discuss the

issue in Phase 1. (see Frohlich and Oppenheimer, 1995). 

Although one can easily make too much of one set of experiments such findings help us

understand the conflict between the theoretical arguments and positions of Habermas and Rawls.  

On the other hand the force of consensual results (should they be observed) are limited.  They

clearly are corroborative only in a conditional sense.  They assume the relevance of the ideal

situations to the identification of the underlying truths.  Abstract or paradigmatic disputes regarding

possibly different ideal conditions cannot be adjudicated easily.  Choices between competing

notions of ideal conditions may require concrete instantiations of cases in which the competing

ideal conditions yield different ethical claims.  If we are lucky, paradigmatic disputes will foster

critical experiments.  But we can not be sure of this. 

What might be expected of the proposed methodology under a best case scenario?  Perhaps it

may be possible to identify one corner of ethical inquiry in which a few standards of evaluation

enjoy broad support among theorists.  In that realm, controlled observation of approximated

idealized conditions might lead to correctable and cumulative knowledge claims regarding ethical

matters. But Newton was correct: objects at rest will remain at rest unless acted upon by an external

force. 

Endnotes
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som e th ing  ana logous to  the  gene ra l law , bu t it w ou ld  be  ha rd  to  see  how  he  cou ld  gene ra lize

the  law  so  tha t it w as non -d irec tiona l, and  app lied  to  m o tion  in  any d irec tion  (even  up ).

3/ O n th e  o th e r hand , g iven  th e  res is ta nce  o f w a te r, o b jects  flo a tin g  in  th e  ocean  rem a in

re la tive ly  a t res t (un less m oved  by a  cu rren t, o r som e  o th e r fo rce ).  T hus, D . N ew to n  m igh t

w e ll have  been  ab le  to  a rrive  a t o ne  pa rt o f h is  firs t la w :  "E ve ry ob ject a t res t w ill re m a in  a t

res t u n less acte d  upon  by an  exte rna l fo rce ."  B u t tha t w ou ld  on ly  appea r to  app ly  to  flo a tin g

ob jects . 

4/ A fte r a ll, no  am oun t o f da ta  gene ra tes an  ough t.

5/ T h is  is  true  fo r bo th  th e  m ora l rea lis t w ho  be lieves th a t o ne  d iscove rs  e th ica l fa c ts  neste d  in

an  obse rvab le  rea lity  o r, and  the  an ti-rea lis t w ho  m ay ho ld  tha t one  syn thes izes e th ica l

s ta te m en ts  and  eva lua te s th em  in  re la tio n  to  th e ir cohe rence .  W e  a re  agnostic  on  th is

on to log ica l po in t, and  be lieve  tha t ou r a rgum en ts  app ly  in  bo th  con tingenc ies.

6/ A no the r exam p le  is  R ode rick  F irth  (1952 ).  A lthough  h is  cond itions seem  to  va ry  from  those

p roposed  by R aw ls, it h as been  a rgued  th a t the re  a re  c lose  pa ra lle ls  in  th e ir constructio ns

(H a rrison , 1956  and  F roh lich  &  O ppenhe im er, 1992 ).

7/ A ctua lly  e igh t d iffe ren t va rian ts  o f the  expe rim en ts  w e re  run  in  five  d iffe ren t coun tries  ove r

the  cou rse  o f 12  yea rs  by ou rse lves and  o the r investiga to rs .  T he  va rie ty  o f ve rs ions w as

necess ita te d  by th e  robustn ess and  pe rs is te nce  o f o u r resu lts  and  ou r a ttem p ts  to  de te rm ine

tha t 1 ) it w as no t a  pecu lia rity  o f the  re sea rch  des ign  w h ich  d ro ve  the  re su lt and  2 ) tha t the

re su lt w as indeed  gene ra lizab le  to  d iffe re n t popu la tions.   T he  ve rs ion  de ta iled  he re  is  the

o rig ina l, s im p lest tre a tm en t. 

8/ T h is  is  indeed  the  answ er B oyd  g ives to  the  question  he  o rig ina lly  posed  (see  B oyd  p . 206 ,

a n d  a b o ve  p . 1 )

9/ T he  iden tity  o f m any o f these  de ta ils  is , o f cou rse , m a in ly  dependen t upon  one 's  e th ica l

theo ry . 

10/ M axw e ll (1972 ) show s som e  o f the  d ifficu lty  in  such  a  p rog ram .  A lso  see  A b le  and

O ppenhe im er fo r a  v iew  as to  w hy em p iric ism  can  no t be  a  com p le te  m e thodo log ica l p ro g ra m . 

11/ F or ease  o f e xp lana tio n  th e  ta b le  d isp lays on ly  a  d iscre te  rep resen ta tio n  o f the  gam e , b u t it

is  concep tu a lized  and  im p lem en te d  as a  con tin uous gam e  w ith  s tra te gy cho ice  dom a in  be ing

the  c losed  in te rva l [0 ,10 ] and  the  payo ffs [4 ,26 ]. 
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12/ T h is  is  o ften  re fe rred  to  as the  N ash  ou tcom e . 

13/ T h is  is  o ften  ca lled  th e  coope ra tive , o r co re  ou tcom e  and  is  P a re to  op tim a l.

14/ A s ind ica te d , th is  fo rm  o f e th ics  is  o ften  re fe rred  to  as pa rt o f the  "cogn itiv is t" schoo l o f

e th ics  (see  F rankena , 1963 ).

15/ T hese  m igh t spec ify  know ledge  and  p re fe re nce  cond itions as w e ll as  the  con text o f the

d e lib e ra tio n  an d  ch o ice .

16/ C onside r an  exam p le  from  H a rm an  (1988 ) as d iscussed  by S tu rgeon  (1988 ):  A n  ind iv idua l

obse rves young  hood lum s pou ring  gaso line  on  a  ca t a nd  se tting  it on  fire .  T he  d ia logue

be tw een  H a rm an  and  S tu rgeon  conce rned  w he the r th is  constitu tes  the  poss ib le  d irec t

obse rvab ility  o f an  e th ica l fac t.  In  so  do ing , it po in ts  ou t the  lacunae  o f the  trad itiona l m e thod . 

In  the  d ia logue , H a rm an  c la im s one  can  "m ake  a  m o ra l judgm en t im m ed ia te ly  and  w ithou t

consc ious re ason ing  say, tha t the  ch ild re n  a re  w ro ng  to  se t the  ca t on  fire " (p . 122 , page

re fe rences he re  a re  to  th e  S ayre -M cC ord  vo lum e).  H a rm an  goes on  to  say th a t "a ll w e  need

assum e  ... you  have  ce rta in  m o re  o r less w e ll a rticu la te d  m ora l p rinc ip les  th a t a re  re fle c te d  in

th e  judgm en ts  you  m ake ."  A nd  he  con tin ues, the re  is  no  "obv ious reason  to  assum e  anyth ing

abou t 'm o ra l fac ts ,' such  as tha t it is  rea lly  w rong  to  se t the  ca t on  fire ."  S tu rgeon  takes issue

w ith  th is  pos ition  (p . 232 -2 34 ) b y no ting  tha t w e  do  need  to  inco rp o ra te  the  a rg um en t in to  an

exp lana to ry m ou ld , and  the reby ha rness o the r assum p tions abou t m o ra lity .  B u t ne ithe r o f

them  go  fu rth e r to  no te  the  obv ious po in t: add itiona l in fo rm a tion  is  needed  to  eva lua te  the

asse rtio n  th a t "It is  w rong  to  se t the  ca t o n  fire ."  O ne  needs to  fill in  th e  pa ram e tric  cond itio ns

o f the  s itua tion  m ore  fu lly .  O n ly  then  can  the  s ta tem en t be  eva lua ted .  F o r exam p le , the  ca t

m ay a lre ady be  dead .  O r p e rh aps the  ch ild re n  be lieve  tha t ca ts  w e re  sp re ad ing  a  fa ta l

d isease  and  so  needed  to  be  bu rn t.  O r im ag ine  tha t they be lieved  in  a  re lig ion  tha t ca lled  fo r

ca t sacrifice  to  b ring  hea ling  to  the ir s ick  re la tives.  T hen  ou r eva lua tion  o f the  acts  as wrong

(ra the r than , le t's  say, repulsive) m ay have  to  be  a lte red .  S e ttling  the  m a tte r (fo r a  c lass o f

im pa rtia lity  type  theo ries) cou ld  ca ll fo r the  exp lic it p resen ta tion  o f the  fine  de ta ils  o f the  case

in  such  a  w ay tha t num ero us obse rve rs  can  re ach  in te rsub jective  consensus on  a  conc lus ion . 

Indeed , it is  o ften  exactly  because  the  fine  de ta ils  o f the  s itua tion  a re  not sp e cifie d  an d  an

e va lu a tio n  o f th e m  a n d  th e ir co n se q u e nce s a re  not o p en e d  to  in te ra ctive  d eb a te  th a t o n e

obse rves appa re n t d isag re em en ts abou t the  "tru th " o f an  e th ica l c la im  in  a  pa rticu la r ins tance . 

A nd  o f cou rse , the  p rob lem  is  com pounded  w hen  w e  a re  conce rned  abou t e th ica l
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gene ra liza tio ns. T hus, s truc tu red  obse rva tio ns a re  p re fe rred  to  na ive  em p irica l ana lys is

because  it spec ifies  m o re  fu lly  the  cond itions o f obse rva tions.  T h is  pe rm its  us  to  find  ou t w hen

pa rticu la r judgem en ts w ill be  b iased  o r w ro ng . 

17/ W e a re  indeb ted  to  T hom as S chw artz  fo r suggesting  th is  pa rticu la r fo rm  o f the  a rg um en t.

18/ If, as  in  the  case  o f idea l obse rve r theo ry , one  ind iv idua l is  pos ited , tha t ind iv idua l m ust be

ab le  to  inco rp o ra te  the  p re fe re nces o f all in d iv id u a ls  in  th e  re a l w o rld  w h o  m ig h t fa ll su b je ct to

the  cho ice  to  be  m ade .  F o r exam p le , F irth  (1952 ) has spec ified  tha t an  idea l obse rve r needs

to  be : 1 . om n isc ien t w ith  re ga rd  to  re levan t non -e th ica l fac ts ; 2 . om n ipe rc ip ien t (i.e . ab le  to

em pa th ize  pe rfe c tly ) w ith  re ga rd  to  a ll the  re levan t pa rties ; 3 . d is in te re sted ; 4 . d ispass iona te

am ong  the  pa rties  and  tow a rd  the  issues invo lved ; 5 . cons is ten t (ove r tim e ); 6 . in  o the r

respects , n o rm a l.  It is  c lea r th a t such  a  ta sk is  w e ll beyond  th e  pow ers o f a ny s ing le

in d iv id u a l.  A  p h ilo so p h e r m ig h t p o sit th a t th e  ch o ice  m a d e  b y a n  id e a l o b se rve r w o u ld  b e  fa ir,

bu t it w ou ld  no t be  poss ib le  to  ope ra tiona lize  tha t cho ice  in  m ost s ign ifican t e th ica l cho ices.  

19/ T heo ries  pos ited  on  dec is ions m ade  by a  se t o f rep resen ta tive  ind iv idua ls  (such  as R aw ls ,

1971 ) gene ra lly  requ ire  unan im ity  as  th e  cho ice  ru le .  T he  app rop ria te  ins ta n tia tio n  o f a  ru le  in

an  expe rim en t is  a  m a tte r tha t requ ire s  ca re fu l a tten tion . 
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TABLES AND FIGURES

Table 1: 5 Person Prisoners'
Dilemma (Showing Payoffs Only to
The Row Player)

Amount Given by Others

1 Person's Strategies 40 30 20 10 0

give 0 26 22 18 14 10

give 10 20 16 12 8  4

Table 2: Impartial Transform of the 5
Person Prisoners' Dilemma (Showing
Payoffs Only to The Row Player)

Amount Given by Others

1 Person's Strategies 40 30 20 10 0

give 0 18 16 14 12 10

give 10 20 18 16 14 12
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